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Abstract: Survival horror video games were recognized in the late nineteen-nineties for their cumbersome gameplay 
determined by complicated controls and inefficient core mechanics. After 2005, survival horror games started to move 
away from their traditional game design and to show more openness to the dominant game design norms of the action 
genre. The new survival horror games sought to eliminate the hypermedial elements that had characterized their 
predecessors and offer gamers an immersive gameplay experience similar to that of AAA1 action games. In this article 
I look at the survival horror game Dead Space (EA, 2008) and analyse the way in which the game naturalizes its ludic 
functions in order to strengthen the illusion of immersion and how the illusion of immersion strengthens the ideology of 
white supremacy embedded in the remediated colonial discourse of the game. In keeping with Jesper Juul’s approach 
(“On Absent Carrot Sticks”) to the relation between the game’s fiction and the game’s rules, I show that in the case of 
Dead Space traditionally antimimetic elements of video games such as the heads-up display are implemented into the 
fictional text-actual-world. As a result, conventionally extradiegetic game mechanics such as the inventory now become 
intradiegetic elements that no longer draw the player away from the storyworld.2 The realism of the storyworld works in 
favour of a naturalization of the colonial tropes that the video game remediates. 

Keywords: survival horror; colonialism; science fiction; naturalization. 

Video games are a hybrid medium marked 
by a tension between their challenge-based 
ludic nature, and the growing importance that 
the gaming industry has been showing in the 
past twenty years for the narrative potential 
of video games. Despite the position of some 
scholars in the field of game studieswho see
narrative as a mere ornament of gameplay 
(Eskelinen “The Gaming Situation”), more 
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recent games have started to foreground the narrative function of some game 
mechanics. This trend was popularized by survival horror video games in the 
late nineteen-nineties was soon taken up by the entire AAA gaming industry. In 
this article, I look at the video game Dead Space (EA Redwood Studios, 2008) and 
analysethegamificationofthenarrativecontentcharacteristicoftheactionscience
fictioncinematicgenre. Inorder toachieve thisgoal, Iwillfirst lookat thegame’s
intermedial generic context and analyse how the cinematic conventions of the sci-
fiandof theactiongenre feed into thegame’sstoryworldand,eventually, into its
gameplay. In addition to this, I also inspect the game in its intramedial context to see 
howthegamerelatestothewell-establishedtraditionofsci-fishootinggames.After
looking at the broader generic backdrop, I investigate the storyworld proper and look 
into the manner in which the game’s formal aspects are explained and accounted for 
by the storyworld, or, to use the words of Jesper Juul, how the rules are implemented 
intothegame’sfiction(175).Lastly,Ifocusonthemannerinwhichtheideologyof
spacesciencefictionfilmsisadaptedtothemediumofvideogames.

Intermedial Generic Context: 
Gamifying Narrative Action Science Fiction Films

Ever since their inception, video games have had to rely on familiar aural and 
visual representation in order to make their challenges intelligible. In order to 
do so, video games have been engaged in a process of remediation whereby they 
incorporateandimitatetherepresentationalaffordancesofothermedia.Themedium
whichvideogameshavebeenmostkeenonremediatingisthefeaturefilm.Evenin
its most abstract stages, video games have relied on cinematic references in order to 
give substance to their worlds (Wolf 51). One of the earliest video games, Spacewar! 
(Russel,1962),paystributetothesciencefictiongenrebysimulatingaspacebattle
between the player’s avatar represented on-screen by a space ship and a series of 
combatants. Some games go even further and present themselves as procedural 
adaptationsoffeaturefilms,asitisthecasewithE.T. Extra-Terrestrial (Atari, 1982), or 
Halloween (Wizard Video, 1983). 

The connection between the two media has turned out to be long-lasting, fruitful 
one. On the one hand, video games have mirrored the trends of cinema both in terms 
of form, and in terms of content, while, on the other hand, cinema has responded by 
adaptingvideogames into featurefilms.Max Payne, Silent Hill, or Hitman are only 
someof thevideogamefranchise thathavebeenadaptedintofeature lengthfilms
that provide a linear representation of the action simulation of the games. Moreover, 
filmsandvideogames,alongwithothermediaaswell,havebeenusedseparately
to represent various parts of one consistent transmedia storyworld. This type of 
practice involving video games rose to prominence around the turn of the millennia 
with franchises such as the Matrix whose stories are deployed across multiple media, 
includingvideogames(Ryan“TransmedialStorytellingandTransfictionality”363).
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It is in this broader intermedial context that the storyworld of Dead Space has to be 
construed. The protagonist of Dead Space is Isaac Clarke, who is an engineer aboard 
a space ship called the Kellion. In 2508, the Kellion receives a distress signal from a 
fellow starship that was involved in a mining operation on the planet Aegis VII. The 
crew decide to head for Aegis VII and aid the fellow starship, but are unable to dock 
theKellionproperlyandeventuallycrash.Upontheirarrival, theyareattackedby
vicious human-like monsters called necromorphs. As the player struggles to repair 
the Kellion, she learns that the monster are, in fact, former crew members who had 
been infected by a virus coming from an ancient religious artefact found during the 
miningprocessontheAegisVII.Theplayerattemptstogettheartefactoffthestation,
however, in a hollywoodian twist of the plot, a fellow crew member, Kendra Daniels, 
sabotages Isaac’s endeavour and takes the artefact back to the station. It turns out that 
theartefactwasanartificiallymadereplicaoftheoriginalonefoundonEarthand
that it had been purposefully placed on the Aegis VII so that the government could 
assess theeffect that theartefacthadonhumans.Once theartefact is retrievedby
Kendra, the Hive Mind, the leading necromorph, awakens and has to be defeated by 
IsaacClarke.AftertheHiveMindiskilled,Isaacescapesonashuttle.

The story of by Dead Spacepaystributetotheactionspacesciencefictiongenrethat
iswellestablishedinthecinema.Whilefilmssuchas2001: A Space Odyssey (Kubrick, 
1968), or Alien(Scott,1979)hadpopularizedthemajorthemesofspacesciencefiction
such as isolation, the corruption and ruthlessness and power structures (governments 
and corporations), and the colonization of space, it was not until the release of Aliens 
(Cameron, 1986) that such themes had been combined with the spectacle of action 
films, thus leading to a hybrid genre – the action space science fiction film. This
hybridity made the new genre compatible with action video games that were also 
marked by a tension of their own. 

As several scholars have pointed out (Jenkins “Game Design as Narrative 
Architecture”; Ryan Avatars of Story 13), video games do not only represent stories, 
they also simulate them Although game engines also play back pre-rendered cut-
scenes, audio files, or show texts or pictures, for throughoutmuch of the games,
they provide the rules that govern the interactive loop between the player and the 
gameworld.Likeactors,playersenactroleswithintheconfinesofthegamedesigns,
which leads to the emergence of stories When the hybrid genre of action science 
fiction transcended its cinematicmedium andmoved to video games, the science
fictionelementsweremorepronetobeadaptedlinearlybythegame’sscriptedand
embedded narrative, while the action spectacle lent itself more easily to procedural 
adaptation and, therefore, was at the heart of the game’s simulation. 
TheseaspectsofgamifyingactionsciencefictionarewellrepresentedinDead Space. 

The linear sequence of events that lead to Isaac Clarke’s escape from Aegis VII, the 
backdrop of the game’s action sequences, the characters and the motives behind their 
actions are all represented via non-interactive cut-scenes, analog or digital documents 
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(scattered around the game world for the player to collect) and plot bottlenecks
(Egenfeldt et al. 181) through which each player must pass in order to make progress 
in the game. On the other hand, the action spectacle is procedurally rendered in 
the game’s simulation. The player must battle various types of necromorphs by
employingaseriesofweaponswhichsheherselfchoosesandmodifies.Combat is
governed by a set of rules that establish how each gun works, how many hitpoints it 
can deduct from the enemy’s health, or what the enemies’ weak spots are. 

Intramedial Generic Context: 
Dead Space’s relation to the History of Gamifying Action Science Fiction Cinema

Dead Spaceisbynomeansthefirstgametogamifythecinematicgenreofaction
sciencefiction.Quiteonthecontrary,thistypeofgamificationhasalongtraditionthat
runs parallel to the modern 3D shooting games that emerged in the early nineteen-
nineties and even earlier shooting games that embraced forms such as side-scrolling 
and run-and-gun. Early games such asKonami’sContra series, the canonical first
person shooter series, Doom and Quake, along with games such as Half-Life (Valve, 
1998), System Shock 2 (Irrational Games, 1999), or Prey (Human Head Studios, 2006) 
simulate the struggle of singular, isolated protagonists facing an alien invasion either 
on earth or on a derelict space station. In its evolution from the late eighteen-eighties 
and early nineteen-nineties to 2008, Dead Space’syearofrelease,thesesciencefiction
action games have consistently increased the complexity of their storyworlds. While 
in the case of early games the narrative information was restricted to one page in 
the game manual or a brief cut-scene, with each new release more and more stress 
has been laid on the games’ narrativity to the point that ludic functions have ended 
bearing a narrative function as well. 

Although Dead Space features the high degree of narrativity that had become a 
hallmark of the genre around the time of its release, formally Dead Space differsfrom
theaforementionedexamples.Mostofthegameslistedabovearefirstpersonshooters,
which means that we are dealing with a set of games whose mechanics empower the 
playerandenableher toeffectivelydisposeofheradversaries.Thisempowerment
isbuttressedonthesymbioticcontrol3ofthefirstpersonperspectiveaffordedbythe
mouse, in the case of PC gaming, the analog stick in the case of console controllers, or, 
more recently, the movement of the head when using virtual reality gear such as the 
system provided by the PlayStation VR. Empowerment is also based on the playable 
character’sabilitytoshootwhilerunningandjumping,aswellasageneralfluidity
ofgameplay.Inadditiontothis,theplayablecharactercancarryaninfiniteamount
of ammunition and game relevant items that aid her in her confrontation with her 
assailants. 
Unlike first person shooters, Dead Space is not as gamer-friendly. The game 

employs a rigid third person view in the vein of Resident Evil 4 (Capcom, 2005) that 
enfeebles, rather than empower the player. Dead Space uses a tracking camera that 
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follows the playable character as he moves in the game world. In order to shoot, the 
playermustpressandholdanaimingbuttonthatimmobilizestheplayablecharacter
and moves the camera to a closer shot in an over-the-shoulder position. This way, 
whenshooting,theplayablecharacterisvulnerabletoattackscomingfromenemies
outside the frame of the camera. The simulation of combat is also encumbered by the 
game’s item management system. The playable character can carry only four weapons 
at a time, and has to regularly browse his inventory for items and ammunition, this 
wayfragmentinggameplayandmakingcombatmoredifficult.

The game design of Dead Space brings the game closer to one particular strand of 
the action genre, namely the survival horror. As Bernard Perron points out, games 
like Alone in the Dark (Infogrames, 1992) and Resident Evil (Capcom, 1996) approached 
theactiongenrefromanewperspective.Byfeaturingdifferentfixedcameraangles
fordifferentlocations,tankcontrols,inefficientcombatmechanics,littleammunition,
and game pausing inventories, these games managed to simulate the helplessness 
of the playable character. Resident Evil 4 marks a break from the traditional survival 
horror formula and introduces a new set of game design norms that bring the 
survival horror closer to the prototypical action shooting game. In a manner similar 
to Resident Evil 4, Dead Space negotiates between survival horror’s emphasis on the 
playable character’s helplessness and action games’ empowering of the playable 
character. The aforementioned formal traits of the game do, indeed, render the 
playable character less capable of defeating his foes in comparison to similar player 
avatarsinfirstpersonshootersormoreconventionalthirdpersonshooters,but,on
theotherhand,thesimulationofcombataffordedbyDead Space is nowhere near the 
vulnerability which characterizes the simulation of combat in games such as Silent 
Hill (Konami, 1999), or Forbidden Siren (Sony, 2003). However, what Dead Space does 
share with these last two games and other classical survival horror games is the fact 
that these gameplay encumbering mechanics also have a narrative function.

The Narrative Function of Game Mechanics in Dead Space

Although not in favour of regarding video games as narratives, Juul maintains 
thatthegame’sfictionisanimportantpartofthegameplayexperience.Juulsustains
thatthefiction’srelationtogamemechanicsisofthreetypes:

1. Fiction implemented in rules: The most straightforward situation, where the 
gamerulesaremotivatedbythegame’sfiction.[...]

2. Fiction not implemented in game rules:Whenfictionsuggestsapossibilitythatis
not accessible to players. [...]

3. Rules not explained by fiction:Whenrulesaredifficulttoexplainbyreferringto
thegame’sfiction(175).

The typesofrelationentertainedbyfictionandgamemechanicsaregenerally
present in various proportions in all video games. For example, in a more conventional 
third person shooter such as Max Payne (Remedy Entertainment, 2001), the visual 
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representation of the game world cues players to infer a series of in-game action that 
areaffordedbythegamemechanics.ThefactthatMaxcarriesagunallowsplayersto
infer that the gun can be used to shoot assailants in the game world. This expectation is 
soonconfirmedbythegamewhichusesshootingmechanicstosimulatearmedcombat
(fictionimplementedinrules).Ontheotherhand,notallthepossibleactionsinferred
by the player can be performed by the playable character. While the gun can be used 
for shooting, its pat cannot be used to hit the adversaries, neither can it be used for 
otheractions.Inthiscase,thegame’sfiction,or,asRyancallsit,thestoryworld’sstatic
component, is not implement in the game’s rules. Finally, Max Payne features some 
gamemechanicsthatcannotbeaccountedforbythegame’sfiction.Themostrelevant
case is that of the bullet time, a mechanic that slows down time, making it easier for 
the player to react the actions of the adversaries. This rule is neither explicitly nor 
implicitlyaccountedforbythefiction.ThestoryworldofMax Payne is a verisimilar 
one that would normally preclude such a possibility, but there is no diegetic element 
(an aspect of Max’ biography, a line of dialogue, etc.) that integrates this mechanic into 
the game’s narrative. 

As a representative of survival horror, Dead Spaceisavideogamethatattemptsto
implementitsfictionintorulestoagreaterextentthanmoreconventionalmainstream
action games. One hallmark game design element of traditional survival horror video 
games is the inventory. In games such as Resident Evil, the player inspects relevant ludic 
information by accessing a new screen that pauses time in the game world. Unlike the 
realism of the game’s simulation, these inventories are hypermedial in the sense that 
they employ the graphic design and functionality of a menu: simple geometric forms 
andfunctionsthattheplayerhastoselectandactivatebymanipulatingthebuttonson
the D-pact on the PlayStation controller, or the arrow keys on the PC keyboard. This 
important core mechanic of traditional survival horror video games is not explained 
by the storyworlds of the games and, therefore, decreases the realism of the gameplay 
experienceandaffectthegames’capacitytoimmersetheplayer.Ontheotherhand,
the inventory allowed traditional survival horror video games to use no heads-up 
display, therefore making the visual representation of the simulation more cinematic 
and more immersive. 

Dead Space presents both features (an inventory mechanic and no heads-up display), 
but lack the disadvantage of hypermediacy caused by the inventory in other survival 
horror games. In Dead Space, all ludic information pertaining to health, oxygen, as 
well as the power level of the playable character’s special abilities, are graphically 
represented on the playable character’s suit. This implies that the ludic information is 
no longer an extradiegetic element that overlays the visual representation of the game 
world, but rather the ludic information is part of the storyworld per se, or, to use the 
term coined by Marie-Laure Ryan, the text-actual-world. This applies to ammunition, 
too, which is numerically rendered on the playable character’s gun. A similar strategy 
of narrativization is used with respect to the inventory. Instead of pausing game time 
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and accessing an extradiegetic screen, in Dead Space the inventory is a projection of 
the playable character’s suit (see Figure 1). This projection is, once again, part of the 
text-actual-world which emerges through gameplay. Activating the inventory does 
not draw players away from the storyworld of the video game, but rather keeps them 
immersed in the virtual storyworld of the game. In opposition to the hypermediacy 
that characterizes the inventory in traditional survival horror video games, Dead Space 
narrativizes the inventory so as to maintain the illusion of medium transparency. 

Figure 1

The Remediation of Colonialism
As already pointed out, the history of video games can be seen as a history of 

remediation. Video games have evinced a strong propensity to cannibalize already 
established media in order to augment their level of immediacy. However, this 
technological remediation is also one of a cultural nature. As Astrid Erll and Ann 
Rigney show, cultural representations of the past travel across media under 
conditionssimilartothatoftherepresentationalaffordancesofmedia.Thespecific
means of representation of media play an active role on shaping the representations 
of the past and, consequently, our cultural memory of it (Erll et al. 1). In this section 
I look into the manner in which Dead Space represents and simulates a triumphant 
version of modern colonialism by highlighting the bearing that the video games’ 
mediumspecificityhasontheculturalmemoryofcolonialism.

The emergence of the Enlightenment brought along the idea of the civilizing 
mission, i.e. the western world considered that it was its duty to spread its civiliza-
tional model to the ‘backward’ regions of the world. This added an important 
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cultural dimension to the already existing practice of economic colonization that 
preceded modernity. Although the civilizing mission had a dominant status in the 
modern western world, there was also no shortage of criticism in various forms 
across multiple media. A good example in this respect might be considered Joseph 
Conrad’s canonical work, Heart of Darkness, which stressed how the civilizing mission 
was a hypocritical alibi for the exploitation of natives (Ashcroft et al. 20). However, 
it was not until the end of the Second World War that the dominant discourse on 
colonialism underwent a radical shift from triumphant optimism to that of blame and 
condemnation. 

Despite this new derogatory view, colonial discourse did not cease to exist, but 
rather adapted itself to the new age, namely the cold war and the space race. Instead of 
relinquishing the idea of colonialism, the modern world of the cold war turned its focus 
away from the ‘uncivilized’ parts of the world and redirected it to outer space. This new 
preoccupationforcolonizingthecosmosinevitablymarkedthesciencefictiongenrein
filmandothermediaonbothsidesoftheIronCurtain.Thisledtoanabundanceof
filmsthatthematisespacetravellingandthechallengesthatcomealongwithit(see
filmssuchasAlien (Scott,1979)orSolaris (Tarkovsky,1972)).Thesefilmsrecuperate
the main tropes of colonial discourse, such as the civilizing mission, metaphors of light 
in opposition to metaphors of darkness, a romantic view on nature as restless and 
unruly,andthecivilizationalconflictbetweenthemodernwhiterationalmanandthe
pre-moderncommunalother,whoisnownotapersonofdifferentskincolour,but
adifferentspecies.Thegamificationofthiscinematicgenrethatrosetoprominence
in the second half of the twentieth century led to a remediation of colonialism along 
thesameaestheticandideologicallinesasthoseofthefeaturefilms.AsIshowinthe
next paragraphs, although featuring a critique of institutional forms of authority that 
isoftenpresentinsciencefictionfilmsthattackletheissueofcolonizingspace,Dead 
Space pays tribute to above listed tropes of colonial discourse.
Asalreadypointedout,thegameiscentredontheconflictbetweenIsaacClarke,

an engineer, and the Marker, an apparently ancient artefact that turned the members 
of the space station Ishimura into Necromorphs, who are irrational mutants driven 
bybasicurges.Thetwosidesoftheconflictrepresent,infact,acivilizationalconflict
between the rational enlightened white male and the irrational forms the otherness, 
whomtheformermustsubduewiththehelpofartificialmeans.Inordertorepresent
thisconflict,Dead Space often falls back on the antithesis between light and darkness. 
Throughout the game, the simulation amounts to the player repairing various 
segments of the Ishimura, which implies a progressive lighting up of the station. 
His identity as an engineer enables Isaac Clarke to employ his reason in repairing 
the damages caused by the forms of otherness and dispelling the darkness that had 
engulfed the station. 

The necromorphs, too, can be considered a remediation of the colonial anxiety 
of going native, i.e. the fear that westerners living among natives will eventually 
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be ‘contaminated’ by pre-modernity (Ashcroft et al. 106). The crew of the Ishimura 
areunable toresist the influenceof themarkerandare turned intohybridentities
that present both human and non-human features. However, it must be noted that 
the fear of going native is updated in Dead Space to new ideological coordinates. 
The racism that pervaded modern western culture is a taboo to our contemporary 
postmodern world. As a result, rather than assimilating elements of the cultural 
identityofdifferentethnicgroups, thecrewof the Ishimura incorporate traitsofa
differentspecies.Thisaspectmovestheculturalanxietyofgoingnativeawayfromits
original racism and refashions it in accordance with speciesism. 
Thecrew’syieldingtotheinfluenceoftheMarkerisconnectedtoanothermodern

anxiety, namely that of religious bigotry. In the seminal modern text “Beantwortung 
derFrage:WasistAufklärung?“,ImmanuelKanturgeshiscontemporariestodare
to rely on their own intellects and to resist retrograde forms of authority such as 
the church (7). The video game maintains the modern scepticism with respect to 
submittingoneselftoreligiousauthority.InDead Space, the captain of the Ishimura 
is a strong believer in the doctrine of Unitology, a religious denomination that claims 
that mankind was created by an alien race and that salvation implies the reunion of 
mankind and the race of their creators. His religious bigotry compels him to abandon 
the initial mining mission in order to search for the artefact, instead. Religious bigotry, 
therefore, constitutes the plot’s inciting moment that breaks the equilibrium of the 
storyworld. The underlying premise of the game’s critique of religious bigotry seems 
to be that the failure of colonialism lies not within colonialism itself, but rather in the 
failure of the heralds of modernity to live up to their own standards. In Dead Space, the 
colonization of space is a functional project until religion interferes with the mission 
and derails the Ishimura from its initial purpose. Had the crew members resisted 
religiousinfluence,thedramaticeventsofDead Space would never have happened. 
Therefore, what could have been a critique of colonialism ends up reinforcing the 
universality of modern thought and the civilizing mission.

Another colonial trope often encountered is Dead Space is the high romantic view 
on nature. Only this time, the untamed dark thick donning woods of the jungle 
are replaced with the inhospitable outer space. In a manner similar to the jungles 
of Africa, the cosmos of Dead Space is represented as grandiose and majestic, but 
also dangerous, with the exception that Dead Space uses ludic and cinematic rather 
than the literary or pictorial means that 19th century artists had at their disposal. In 
thegametheplayermustsometimes leave theconfinesof the Ishimuraand travel
through the cosmos.During thesepartsof thegame, theplayermustquicklyfind
oxygen packs, manage the zero gravity movement mechanics, and swerve through 
asteroid showers. 

Finally, Isaac Clarke’s triumph over the necromorphs reasserts the superiority of 
western culture over premodernity and nature. In a manner similar to its cinematic 
generic counterparts, Dead Space uses its specific means to create the illusion of
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realism and, consequently, make its ideology implicit. While films use technique
such as continuity editing and synchronization, in the game the white supremacy 
underlying colonial discourse buttressed on the realism of the game’s storyworld
which is also reinforced by the narrativization of the game mechanics that govern the 
player’s control over the playable character.

Conclusion
The survival horror game Dead Space is a representative of a well-established action 

game tradition thatgamifies sciencefiction cinema. Inkeepingwith thenarrative-
number structureofmainstreamfilms,Dead Space tends to use its linear means of 
representationinordertorenderthesciencefictionelementsofthestoryworld,while
usingitsinteractivitytosimulatetheactionnumberscharacteristicofactionfilms.The
rules/gamemechanicsthataffordthesimulationare,nevertheless,toagreatextent
explained by the storyworld of the game, thus ensuring a high degree of realism. 
This leads to a naturalization of social hierarchies implicit in colonial discourse. Dead 
Space remediates a multitude of colonial tropes and adapts them to the new generic 
contextof sciencefiction inorder to reinforce the superior statusofwhite rational
masculinity. 

End Notes
1 AAA refers to mainstream games of a high production value that benefit from substantial

marketing.
2 According to Marie-Laure Ryan, the text-actual world of a narrative represents what constitutes 
asbeingrealinthefictionalworld(Possible Worlds 24-25). The storyworld is broader concept that 
encompasses not only what is real and actual in the narrative, but also alternative versions of the 
text-actual-world that may be envisaged by the characters called possible worlds (“Transmedial 
StorytellingandTransfictionality”364).Aplayer’sengagementwithavideogameisnotonly
concerned with the reality of the game world, but also with the dreams and aspirations of 
playable and non-playable characters.

3 A type of control that maps the player’s actions of manipulating the controller onto the bodily 
movements of the playable character (Calleja 63).
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